Bob Hope Classic Champ Swings 3 Nunchuk™ Precision Shafts in Thrilling Victory, Qualifies for Masters

Nunchuk™ Precision Shaft Launches on PGA Tour with an early victory,
nVentix™ Golf to feature NUNCHUK™ shaft at 2011 PGA Merchandise Show
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With the help of the Nunchuk™ Precision Shaft from Dallas-based nVentix™ Golf, the winner of the Bob Hope Classic notched his first PGA Tour victory in only the second tournament of his rookie campaign with a thrilling victory in a three-way playoff. He also qualified for his first Masters tournament in the process. This represents his fourth tournament victory world-wide in the past year with a NUNCHUK™ in his bag.

He closed out the Bob Hope Classic with a 27-under 333 (64-67-67-66-69) in the five-round tournament.  He was first in driving distance, showcasing the power of the Nunchuk™ - touted by its makers as, “The World’s Most Accurate Golf Shaft.”

Two players in the top 15 at the Bob Hope Classic had Nunchuks™ in their bags, including the tournament leader in Eagles and co-leader in Birdies.

The Nunchuk’s™ unique Tri-Zonal Stability™ technology enables golfers to more consistently deliver LONG & ACCURATE driver, fairway wood and hybrid shots.  

“Being long isn’t the only factor in lowering your scores... being long and in play is,” said Mike McCall, nVentix Golf CEO. “Golfers of all ages and swing speeds who play the Nunchuk™ will see their shot dispersion narrow AND their spin rate reduced - thus increasing both accuracy and distance.”

“It’s exciting to see the NUNCHUK’s™ early success on Tour.  We are confident that PGA professionals and fitters and dealers around the world will see the power, stability and confidence that the Nunchuk™ shaft will bring to their students and customers,” added Bryan Nicholson, Certified PGA Professional and Chairman of the nVentix™ Golf Advisory Board.

“The revolutionary technology in the Nunchuk™ produces a single flex design that can be used by professionals and amateurs, men and women, juniors and seniors.  When you’ve got a Nunchuk™ in your bag, you’re playing exactly what the pros play,” Nicholson added.

nVentix™ Golf will feature what they believe will be the hottest new golf shaft on the 2011 PGA Tour at the 2011 PGA Merchandise Show in Orlando, Florida this week.  You can check out the Nunchuk™ with the newest golf shaft technology on Demo Day at Orange County National on Wednesday, January 26 (Tee #6), and at the PGA Merchandise Show from Thursday through Saturday, January 27-29 (Booth #710).

If you would like more information about the NUNCHUK™ Precision Shaft, or nVentix™ Golf you can visit www.nventix.com, or call 888-NVENTIX.
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